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Access to History for the IB Diploma: Authoritarian States
Study and Revision Guide
Comprehensive second editions of History for the IB Diploma Paper 1, revised for
first teaching in 2015.

Biology for the IB Diploma Exam Preparation Guide
This is a book of 20 photocopiable full specimen exam-style questions and answers
for paper 2 (Data Response) IB Economics. Higher and Standard Level. (New
syllabus 2020) First examinations in 2022 by Dipak Khimji & Barbara Macario

English B for the IB Diploma Coursebook
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For students studying the new Language A Language and Literature syllabus for
the IB Diploma. Written by an experienced, practising IB English teacher, this new
title is an in-depth and accessible guide for Standard and Higher Level students of
the new Language A Language and Literature syllabus for the IB Diploma. This
lively, well structured coursebook is available in both print and e-book formats and
includes: key concepts in studying language and literature; text extracts from
World literature (in English and in translation); international media and language
sources; a wide variety of activities to build skills; materials for exam preparation;
guidance on assessment; Theory of Knowledge links; and Extended essay
opportunities.

Running in the Family
Learning and Understanding
In the late 1970s Ondaatje returned to his native island of Sri Lanka. As he records
his journey through the drug-like heat and intoxicating fragrances of that "pendant
off the ear of India, " Ondaatje simultaneously retraces the baroque mythology of
his Dutch-Ceylonese family. An inspired travel narrative and family memoir by an
exceptional writer.
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Biology for the IB Diploma
This concise guide provides all the content you need for the IB Diploma in Biology
at both Standard and Higher Level.* Follows the structure of the IB Programme
exactly and include all the options* Each topic is presented on its own page for
clarity* Standard and Higher Level material clearly indicated* Plenty of practice
questions* Written with an awareness that English may not be the reader's first
language

Access to History for the IB Diploma
Fully revised for first examination in 2021 with an emphasis on 21st century skills.
This activity-based coursebook for classroom use is clearly organised into three
parts: text types, global issues and assessment. The first section defines and
analyses a range of literary and non-literary text types. The global issues section
integrates all three areas of exploration from the revised syllabus, into meaningful
units. The coursebook includes curated video links and samples of Paper 1, Paper
2, the individual oral and the higher level essay. Higher level extension activities
are included in each unit, with key concepts and guiding questions integrated
throughout. Answers are in the teacher's resource.
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English B for the IB Diploma Coursebook
Biology for the IB Diploma, Second edition covers in full the requirements of the IB
syllabus for Biology for first examination in 2016.

History
Practice exam papers are one of the best ways to make students feel confident
and prepared for their exams. With full sets of exam-style papers to work through,
this Design Technology TestPrep Workbook is the perfect resource to use as part of
exam revision - whether this is before the mock exams or before the real thing.

History for the IB Diploma: Democratic States
History for the IB Diploma Paper 2 Authoritarian States (20th
Century)
Suitable for standard and higher level students, this resource is written by an
experienced IB English teacher following the English B syllabus. Features include
activities and authentic texts to develop reading and comprehension, integrated
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study ideas for IB central core, featuring LP (Learner profile), CAS (Creativity,
Action, Service), TOK (Theory of Knowledge) EE (Extended Essay), and a Glossary
with definitions of key vocabulary. This title offers comprehensive learning and
support for teachers and students, ideas for extensive reading material, activities
to build language skills and cultural understanding for extension essays, research,
exam preparation and a free teacher resources website: ibdiploma.cambridge.org.

Psychology
Implement standards-based grading practices that help students succeed!
Classroom assessment methods should help students develop to their full
potential, but meshing traditional grading practices with students’ achievement on
standards has been difficult. Making lasting changes to grading practices requires
both knowledge and willpower. Discover eight guidelines for good grading,
recommendations for practical applications, and suggestions for implementing new
grading practices as well as: ? The why’s and the how-to’s of implementing
standards-based grading practices ? Tips from 48 nationally and internationally
known authors and consultants ? Additional information on utilizing level scores
rather than percentages ? Reflective exercises ? Techniques for managing grading
more efficiently
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Chemistry for the IB Diploma Second Edition
History for the IB Diploma: Origins and Development of
Authoritarian and Single Party States
This book takes a fresh look at programs for advanced studies for high school
students in the United States, with a particular focus on the Advanced Placement
and the International Baccalaureate programs, and asks how advanced studies can
be significantly improved in general. It also examines two of the core issues
surrounding these programs: they can have a profound impact on other
components of the education system and participation in the programs has
become key to admission at selective institutions of higher education. By looking
at what could enhance the quality of high school advanced study programs as well
as what precedes and comes after these programs, this report provides teachers,
parents, curriculum developers, administrators, college science and mathematics
faculty, and the educational research community with a detailed assessment that
can be used to guide change within advanced study programs.

English Literature for the IB Diploma
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An exciting new series that covers the five Paper 2 topics of the IB 20th Century
World History syllabus. This coursebook covers Paper 2, Topic 2, Democratic states
- challenges and responses, in the 20th Century World History syllabus for the IB
History programme. It is divided into thematic sections, following the IB syllabus
structure and is written in clear, accessible English. It covers the following areas for
detailed study: Africa: South Africa 1991-2000; Americas: United States 1953-73;
Asia and Oceania: India 1947- 64; and Europe and Middle East: Weimar Germany
1919-33. The content is tailored to the requirements and assessment objectives of
the syllabus and provides opportunities for students to make comparisons between
different regions and time periods.

History for the IB Diploma Paper 2 Independence Movements
(1800–2000)
Reproduction of the original: A Doll ́s House by Henrik Ibsen

Physics for the IB Diploma Second Edition
Comprehensive second editions of History for the IB Diploma Paper 2, revised for
first teaching in 2015. This coursebook covers Paper 2, World History Topic 11:
Causes and Effects of 20th Century Wars of the History for the IB Diploma syllabus
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for first assessment in 2017. Tailored to the requirements of the IB syllabus and
written by experienced IB History examiners and teachers, it offers authoritative
and engaging guidance through the following detailed studies from around the
world: the First World War, the Spanish Civil War, the Second World War, the
Chinese Civil War and the Iran/Iraq War.

History for the IB Diploma: The Cold War
Practice exam papers are one of the best ways to make students feel confident
and prepared for their exams. With full sets of exam-style papers to work through,
this Environmental Systems and Societies TestPrep Workbook is the perfect
resource to use as part of exam revision - whether this is before the mock exams
or before the real thing.

Death and the King's Horseman
Designed for class use and independent study, this coursebook is tailored to the
thematic requirements and assessment objectives of the IB syllabus. It features the
following topics: business organisation and environment; human resources;
accounts and finance; marketing; operations management; and business strategy.
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Death of a Salesman
This concise guide provides the content needed for the Chemistry IB diploma at
both Standard and Higher Level. It follows the structure of the IB Programme
exactly and includes all the options. Each topic is presented on its own page for
clarity, Higher Level material is clearly indicated, and there are plenty of practice
questions. The text is written with an awareness that English might not be the
reader's first language

Themantic Education's IB Psychology
An exciting new series that covers the five Paper 2 topics of the IB 20th Century
World History syllabus. This stimulating coursebook covers Paper 2, Topic 5, The
Cold War, in the 20th Century World History syllabus for the IB History programme.
The book is divided into thematic sections, following the IB syllabus structure and
is written in clear, accessible English. It covers the following areas for detailed
study: Wartime conferences: Yalta and Potsdam; US policies and developments in
Europe: Truman Doctrine, Marshall Plan, NATO; Soviet policies: Sovietisation of
Eastern and Central Europe, COMECON, Warsaw Pact; Sino-Soviet relations; USChinese relations; Germany; and Castro, Gorbachev, Kennedy, Mao, Reagan,
Stalin, Truman.
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History for the IB Diploma Paper 1 Rights and Protest
Dreams are the currency of Okri's writing, particularly in this first book of poems,
An African Elegy, but also in his books of short stories and prize-winning novel The
Famished Road. Okri's dreams are made on the stuff of Africa's colossal economic
and political problems, and reading the poems is to experience a constant
succession of metaphors of resolution in both senses of the word. Virtually every
poem contains an exhortation to climb out of the African miasma, and virtually
every poem harvests the dream of itself with an upbeat restorative ending' - Giles
Foden, Times Literary Supplement

Environmental Systems and Societies
Reinforce knowledge and develop exam skills with revision of key historical
content, exam-focussed activities and guidance from experts as part of the Access
to History Series. · Take control of revision with helpful revision tools and
techniques, and content broken into easy-to-revise chunks. · Revise key historical
content and practise exam technique in context with related exam-focussed
activities. · Build exam skills with Exam Focus at the end of each chapter,
containing exam questions with sample answers and examiner commentary, to
show you what is required in the exam.
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Economics for the IB Diploma with CD-ROM
Chemistry for the IB Diploma, Second edition, covers in full the requirements of the
IB syllabus for Chemistry for first examination in 2016. This digital version of
Chemistry for the IB Diploma Coursebook, Second edition, comprehensively covers
all the knowledge and skills students need during the Chemistry IB Diploma course,
for first examination in 2016, in a reflowable format, adapting to any screen size or
device. Written by renowned experts in Chemistry teaching, the text is written in
an accessible style with international learners in mind. Self-assessment questions
allow learners to track their progress, and exam-style questions help learners to
prepare thoroughly for their examinations. Answers to all the questions from within
the Coursebook are provided.

History for the IB Diploma Paper 2: The Cold War
An exciting new series that covers the five Paper 2 topics of the IB 20th Century
World History syllabus. This coursebook covers Paper 2, Topic 3, Origins and
development of authoritarian and single-party states, in the 20th Century World
History syllabus for the IB History programme. It is divided into thematic sections,
following the IB syllabus structure and is written in clear, accessible English. It
covers the following areas for detailed study: Americas: Cuba - Castro; Asia and
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Oceania: China - Mao; and Europe and Middle East: Germany - Hitler; USSR - Stalin.
Tailored to the requirements and assessment objectives of the syllabus, this new
coursebook provides opportunities for students to make comparisons between
different regions and time periods.

English Language and Literature for the IB Diploma
Provide clear guidance to the 2014 changes and ensure in-depth study with
accessible content, directly mapped to the new syllabus and approach to learning
This second edition of the highly-regarded first edition contains all SL and HL
content, which is clearly identified throughout. Options are available free online,
along with appendices and data and statistics. - Improve exam performance, with
exam-style questions, including from past papers - Integrate Theory of Knowledge
into your lessons and provide opportunities for cross-curriculum study - Stretch
more able students with extension activities - The shift to concept-based approach
to learning , Nature of Science, is covered by providing a framework for the course
with points for discussion - Key skills and experiments included - Full digital
package - offered in a variety of formats so that you can deliver the course just
how you like!

Chemistry for the IB Diploma Coursebook with Free Online
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Material
This coursebook covers Paper 2, World History Topic 10: Authoritarian States (20th
century) of the History for the IB Diploma syllabus for first assessment in 2017.
Tailored to the requirements of the IB syllabus and written by experienced IB
History examiners and teachers, it offers authoritative and engaging guidance
through the following detailed studies from around the world: Mussolini and Italy,
Hitler and Germany, Mao and China, and Castro and Cuba.

An African Elegy
This coursebook covers Paper 2, World History Topic 12: The Cold War: Superpower
Tensions and Rivalries (20th century) of the History for the IB Diploma syllabus for
first assessment in 2017. Tailored to the requirements of the IB syllabus and
written by experienced IB History examiners and teachers, it offers authoritative
and engaging guidance through the following detailed studies of leaders and crises
from around the world: Truman, Khrushchev, Gorbachev, Castro, and Reagan; and
the Cuban Missile Crisis, the Korean War, the Prague spring, and the Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan.

Chemistry for the IB Diploma
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Information Technology in a Global Society is the first textbook written specifically
for the new IB ITGS syllabus, covering IT systems, social impacts and ethical
issues, and each area of application. The text provides engaging content that
blends clear examples of technical concepts with consideration of social issues.
Discussion points for extended independent learning and complete, modern
examples are included to enhance teaching and understanding, and ensure
students get the best possible experience from the ITGS course. A free sample
chapter is available on the book's web site, www.itgstextbook.com.Textbook
features include: Clear objectives for each chapter, tied directly to the ITGS
syllabus, so you can be sure that all aspects of the course are being covered.
Course content is explained through clear and up to date examples, plus historical
context. Over 200 varied exercises, mixing ethical discussion points, classroom
exercises, practical activities, and exam style questions to cover the syllabus
content from a variety of assessment angles. Theory of Knowledge (TOK) links are
included, enabling integration with the IB core hexagon. Common mistakes and
misconceptions are highlighted so students can avoid them. Key language review
for every chapter, plus a complete glossary of ITGS terminology. Over 300
diagrams, photographs, and illustrations to bring topics alive. Fully cited examples
in every chapter mean students can extend their learning with wider reading-an
essential part of IB courses. Free online support to extend learning with additional
case studies, links, and activities (www.itgstextbook.com).
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Information Technology in a Global Society for the IB Diploma
Ensure students can aim for their best grade with the help of accurate and
accessible notes, expert advice, and exam-style questions on each key topic. Builds revision skills through a range of strategies and detailed expert advice Covers all the knowledge with concise, clear explanations of all the syllabus
requirements and topics - Demonstrates what is required to get the best grades
with tips, sample questions and model answers Answers are free online at
www.hoddereducation.com/IBextras

Access to History for the IB Diploma: The Cold War:
Superpower tensions and rivalries (20th century) Study and
Revision Guide: Paper 2
Elesin Oba, the King's Horseman, has a single destiny. When the King dies, he must
commit ritual suicide and lead his King's favourite horse and dog through the
passage to the world of the ancestors. A British Colonial Officer, Pilkings,
intervenes to prevent the death and arrests Elesin. The play is a set text for NEAB
GCSE, NEAB A Level and NEAB A/S Level. 'A masterpiece of 20th century drama' Guardian "A transfixing work of modern world drama" (Independent); "clearly a
masterpiece. . . he achieves the full impact of Greek tragedy" (Irving Wardle,
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Independent on Sunday); "the action of the play is as inevitable and eloquent as in
Antigone: a clash of values and cultures so fundamental that tragedy issues: a
tragedy for each individual, each tribe" (Michael Schmidt, Daily Telegraph)

Design Technology
Comprehensive second editions of History for the IB Diploma Paper 2, revised for
first teaching in 2015.

A Doll ́s House
Suitable for standard and higher level students, this resource is written by an
experienced IB English teacher following the English B syllabus. Features include
activities and authentic texts to develop reading and comprehension, integrated
study ideas for IB central core, featuring LP (Learner profile), CAS (Creativity,
Action, Service), TOK (Theory of Knowledge) EE (Extended Essay), and a Glossary
with definitions of key vocabulary. This title offers comprehensive learning and
support for teachers and students, ideas for extensive reading material, activities
to build language skills and cultural understanding for extension essays, research,
exam preparation and a free teacher resources website: ibdiploma.cambridge.org.
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Economics for the IB Diploma Revision Guide
Everything you need to deliver a rich, concept-based approach for the new IB
Diploma English Literature course. - Navigate seamlessly through all aspects of the
syllabus with in-depth coverage of the new course structure and content Investigate the three areas of exploration, concept connections and global issues
in detail to help students become flexible, critical readers - Learn how to
appreciate a variety of texts with a breadth of reading material and forms from a
diverse pool of authors - Engaging activities are provided to test understanding of
each topic and develop skills - guiding answers are available to check your
responses - Identify opportunities to make connections across the syllabus, with
explicit reference to TOK, EE and CAS

English A: Language and Literature for the IB Diploma
Coursebook
Reinforce knowledge and develop exam skills with revision of key historical
content, exam-focussed activities and guidance from experts as part of the Access
to History Series. · Take control of revision with helpful revision tools and
techniques, and content broken into easy-to-revise chunks. · Revise key historical
content and practise exam technique in context with related exam-focussed
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activities. · Build exam skills with Exam Focus at the end of each chapter,
containing exam questions with sample answers and examiner commentary, to
show you what is required in the exam.

Business and Management for the IB Diploma
Written by an experienced teacher and senior examiner with an in-depth
understanding of teaching and assessments for the IB psychology SL and HL
courses. This new TestPrep book helps students to familiarise themselves with the
psychology SL and HL exams. It provides information about the approach of the
papers and the types of exam questions they will come across. Students can
practice answering the questions by writing directly into the book, just like they do
in the exam. And, as they work through, there are strategies, hints and support for
answering the questions PLUS fully worked solutions at the end. From some
excellent and unique practice questions for Paper 1 to invaluable advice from the
experts on how to tackle Paper 2 (plus some unseen stimulus material for HL
students for Paper 3), this book provides essential exam practice support for
students revising for their psychology exams. Students will: understand what to
expect from the psychology exam papers - with a breakdown of the format of
Paper 1 (SL and HL), Paper 2 (SL and HL) and Paper 3 (HL only), the command
terms and the assessment objectives see example answers to Paper 1, Paper 2 and
Paper 3-style questions - with brand new, unseen sample answers to exam-style
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questions and answer analysis from the point of view of an examiner test
themselves - with three complete sets of exam-style psychology practice papers
(the first set includes loads of additional tips, examiner commentary and support to
guide students to achieve high marks; the second set has fewer helpful prompts;
the last set has no additional help and is designed so students can have a go at it
themselves!) check answers - with fully-worked solutions in the back of the book.

History for the IB Diploma Paper 2 Evolution and Development
of Democratic States (1848–2000)
Exam board: International Baccalaureate Level: IB Diploma Subject: History First
teaching: September 2015 First exams: Summer 2017 Reinforce knowledge and
develop exam skills with revision of key historical content, exam-focussed activities
and guidance from experts as part of the Access to History Series. · Take control of
revision with helpful revision tools and techniques, and content broken into easy-torevise chunks. · Revise key historical content and practise exam technique in
context with related exam-focussed activities. · Build exam skills with Exam Focus
at the end of each chapter,

How to Grade for Learning
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Provide clear guidance to the 2014 changes and ensure in-depth study with
accessible content, directly mapped to the new syllabus and approach to learning.
This bestselling textbook contains all SL and HL content, which is clearly identified
throughout. Options are available free online, along with appendices and data and
statistics. - Improve exam performance, with exam-style questions, including from
past papers - Integrate Theory of Knowledge into your lessons and provide
opportunities for cross-curriculum study - Stretch more able students with
extension activities - The shift to concept-based approach to learning , Nature of
Science, is covered by providing a framework for the course with points for
discussion - Key skills and experiments included - Full digital package - offered in a
variety of formats so that you can deliver the course just how you like!

IB Economics Paper 2 20 Full Exam Style Questions with
Answers. Data Response Paper 2 (New 2020 Syllabus) Higher
and Standard Level First Examination In 2022
Comprehensive second editions of History for the IB Diploma Paper 2, revised for
first teaching in 2015.

History for the IB Diploma Paper 2 Causes and Effects of 20th
Century Wars
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Arranged in four sections, provides review exercises and past examination
questions for topics in microeconomics, macroeconomics, interantional economics,
and development economics.
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